**What does the LED on the charging base indicate?**

The charging base LED illuminates to indicate that the wireless device is properly charging, and will remain illuminated until the device is 100% charged. If the charging base LED flashes on and off, it can mean one of the following:

- The wireless device you’re trying to charge is not Qi-compatible (the charging base will only charge devices that are Qi-compatible).

- The wireless device is not charging properly (make sure the wireless device is positioned on the charging base as shown in the illustrations in the quick-start guide).

- The charging base is not receiving enough current (make sure that you have connected the charging base to a wall charging adapter with at least a 1.8 amp output, and not to a computer’s USB port).

**What devices is the wireless charging base compatible with?**

The mophie wireless charging base will wirelessly charge any Qi-compatible wireless device. mophie juice pack cases with charge force technology will automatically align on the base for a proper charge.

Can I connect the wireless charging base to my computer’s USB port? Computer USB ports do not supply enough current to properly operate the wireless charging base. You must connect the charging base to a wall charging adapter with at least a 1.8 amp output.
How do I wirelessly charge devices with the wireless charging base?
After connecting the wireless charging base as shown in the quick-start guide, simply place a Qi-compatible wireless device on the charging base. For proper charging, make sure the device is aligned as shown in the charging base quick-start guide (mophie juice pack cases with charge force technology will automatically align for a proper charge). Wireless charging will automatically begin when the device is aligned on the charging base. If you’re charging a compatible juice pack case with a phone inside of the case, the juice pack case and phone will charge together.

Qi-enabled charge mount
Certified wireless charging system with magnets strong enough to hold your mophie case in position but still allows you to grab-and-go when you’re in a hurry.

Charges on contact
Together the wireless phone charging pad and included high-current USB cable deliver up to 1.0A charge speeds to your mophie case and phone on contact.

Stable and secure
The weighted charging base has a solid feel so you can quickly drop and charge your mophie case while the wireless charge pad stays put.

Magnetic positioning
Strategically-placed magnets in the mount and magnetic plates in mophie wireless cases perfectly align with the charge base for a secure hold every time.
• charge force mounts use magnetic positioning for a safe, reliable charge.

The **charge force** magnetic positioning makes this the most convenient way to charge while staying productive at home. Simply place your mophie case on the Qi charging pad, the magnets guide it into position and charging begins automatically.

---

**Charge Force Wireless Power**
mophie products
juice pack air - iPhone 7
juice pack air - iPhone 7 Plus
juice pack wireless - iPhone 6s/6
juice pack wireless - iPhone 6s/6 Plus
juice pack - Galaxy S8
juice pack - Galaxy S8+
juice pack - Galaxy S7 edge
juice pack - Galaxy S7
charge force case - iPhone 7
charge force case - iPhone 7 Plus
charge force case - Galaxy S8
charge force case - Galaxy S8+

Qi wireless smartphones
Apple iPhone X
Apple iPhone 8
Apple iPhone 8 Plus
Samsung Galaxy S8
Samsung Galaxy S8+
Samsung Galaxy S7
Samsung Galaxy S7 edge
Samsung Galaxy S6
Samsung Galaxy S6 edge
Samsung Note8
Samsung Note5
Google Nexus 4
Google Nexus 5
Google Nexus 6
Google Nexus 7
LG G4